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Int roduction 
Linear diffusion processes on networks, ~llch as heat conduction on 
ramified wires or potential propagation on a Ileuron (d. [2} and [5», lead to 
eigenvalue problems 0 11 networks, in which the dynamical boundary condi-
tions at ramification nodes E; are Kirchhoff laws 
N 
L: d qc" " ,(E;) u,,,(E,) - 0 
i - I 
or of the more genera! form (1.3) below. The positive conductivity factors elj 
can be regarded as valves for the flows aiE;) uj~/ Ei ) at the vertex Ei 
coming from the incident edges k r The classical solvability of general linear 
parabolic initial- boundary-value problems on networks has been shown in 
f4J. In the present note, we discuss two applications of matrix theory to 
eigenvalue problems with liouville differential operators on the edges, conti -
nuity and Kirchhoff conditions at ramification nodes. and Sturmian condi-
tions at boundary vertices. 
1. The Eigenvalue Problem 
Let C denote a c 2·network with finite sets of vertices { E;, 1 ,;;; i.,;;; 11} 
and edges { k j ; 1 ,;;; j ~ N} as defined in P. Section IJ. Thus C is the union 
of Jordan curves k j in Rm with are-length parametrizations 1Tj E 
C~[O. lj] .R m). The arc-length parameter of an edge k j is denoted by x r The 
topological graph r belonging to C is asswned to be connected. The valency 
of each vertex is denoted by 'I; = y{E;). The orientation of r is given by the 
incidence matrix D "" (d; j)n)(N with 
if 11'j(Ij) '" E;, 
if 7I'J{O) """ Ej> 
otherwise. 
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For functions u : G -+ R we set uj = u 0 nj and use the abbreviations uj( Ei) 
= Uj( VI’ ‘(Ei)) etc. 
For each edge k j we assume a Liouville operator Lj to be given by 
CLjuj)Cxj) = &&["j(xj)ujx,Cxj,l -9j("j)"j(xj) 
I J J 
with a j E C’([O, Zj]) and aj > 0 in [0, lj], rj E C([O, Ii]) and rj > 0 in [0, lj], 
and 9j G C([O, Zj]). Furthermore, let (c~~),,~,~ denote a matrix of positive 
conductivity factors. Then consider the following eigenvalue problem (1): 
u E C'(G), (1.1) 
VjE {l,...,N}: LiUi = - xuj, (1.2) 
ViE {l)...) n} $ii,&2’uiE[W: 
Pyl+P&>o, ui z 0 * ( piz f 0 and aipi;’ > 0)) and 
Note that (1.3) includes h-dependent Sturmian conditions at the boundary 
vertices. How does the spectrum depend on the choice of the coefficients cij? 
In the consistent case (see Section 2) the spectrum is always real, and the 
results of [l] can be applied in order to obtain formulas for the asymptotic 
expansion of the eigenvalues. When does inconsistency still lead to real 
spectra? 
2. The Asymptotic Behavior of the Eigenvalues in the Consistent Case 
Let the following consistency condition hold: 
cij = 1 for 1< j<N and l<i<n. (2) 
It has been shown in [2] that in this case the problem (1) leads to an 
S-Herrnitian eigenvalue problem in the normal case in the sense of Schafke 
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and Schneider [6], and therefore has only real eigenvalues. The corresponding 
Rayleigh quotients read 
f p(rjqju; + a juI”x,) d*j + 1 %2( Ei) 
R(u,u)= ‘=I ’ PI2 5.50 Pi2Yi ' (3) 
Applying the expansion formula of Wielandt [7], the min-max principle of 
Poincare and Ritz, the max-min principle of Courant and H. Weyl, and some 
classical function estimates, we obtain the following reduction result, which 
will be shown in [3]. 
THEOREM. Let {A, i k EN} denote the monotonically increasing se- 
quence of eigenvalues of the problem (1) subject to the condition (2), 
counted according to their multiplicities. Then 
A, - c, + C2%, (4) 
where C, and C, are constants depending only on IT and the given coeffi- 
cients, and where {a k i k E N } are the eigenvalues of 
the problem (1) with rj = aj = 1, qj = 0, lj = 1, cij = 1, 
pil=ai=O foralljE{l,..., N} andiE{ ,..., n} (5) 
It has been shown in [l] that the special constant-coefficient problem (5) 
can be transformed into an equivalent matrix differential boundary-value 
problem. By virtue of the Kirchhoff laws, nonzero node vectors 9 = (u( Ei)) 
E Iw ” of eigensolutions u belonging to (Y are related to the adjacency matrix 
E(I) by 
z+ = cos& (3 with Z= (Gij~i-l)“x.E(I’). 
Thus the determination of the eigenvalues of (5) is reduced to the algebraic 
eigenvalue problem for the row-stochastic matrix Z. 
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Let b(x) denote the number of eigenvalues of (5) in [0, x]. Applying 
[1,(17)], we have b((2rk)2) = 2iVk + 1 and 
The kth eigenvalue of (5) is of the form ok = (k/2N)24r2 + O(1). Thus 
and, by the Theorem above, we conclude for the general consistent case 
In [3] a more precise investigation will show that 
3. Real Spectrum in the inconsistent Case 
For arbitrary coefficients cii in the Kirchhoff condition 
% dijcijaj(Ei)uj,,(Ei) = 0, 
j=l 
(7) 
nonreal eigenvahres occur even in very elementary cases; cf. [l, Section 71. 
But if I is a star graph, then the problem (1) can always be transformed into 
an equivalent S-Hermitian and normal one. More generally, we have the 
following result: 
THEOREM. Suppose the problem (1) with (7) corresponds to an S,Hermi- 
tian, normal, and right-definite eigenvalue problem. Then either the consis- 
tency condition (2) holds, or r contains a star graph Z with the following 
properties: At most one boundary vertex of ): is a ramification node in I’, 
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and the ramification node E, of Z is the only ramification node in r at 
which the conductivity coefficients clj can be different from 1. 
The main step of the proof consists in determining all symmetric N X N 
matrices M that satisfy 
for all 2N-vectors 
(El) and (::) 
subject to the system boundary condition 
which corresponds to all conditions at the vertices. It turns out that the only 
admissible nontrivial M is a diagonal matrix that differs from the identity 
matrix in at most y1 - 1 entries corresponding to at most one ramification 
node E,. The proof will be given in a forthcoming paper; cf. also [5, (5.22)]. 
The asymptotics in the inconsistent case will be discussed in [3]. Of 
course, a complex-valued treatment becomes necessary. It turns out that the 
spectrum can be partioned into at most n + 1 subsequences in the complex 
plane, each of which behaves asymptotically like a canonical subsequence of 
the spectrum in a special constant coefficient case. For this case also a 
characteristic equation can be deduced; cf. [l, Section 71. But the reduction 
procedure to be presented seems rather complicated, and a more elegant way 
remains desirable. 
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A NEW CONSTRAINED LYAPUNOV-TYPE PROBLEM 
by K. G. WOODGATE 41 
1. Introduction 
For arbitrary matrices F, G E ~ n X m consider the problem 
9~: min liF - PGlIF' 
PES; 
where §~:= {PE~nxn:p=p'~O} is the set of real n-by-n positive 
semidefinite symmetric (PSD) matrices and 11·11 F denotes the Frobenius 
matrix norm. A motivation for the study of 9~, arising in the field of 
nonlinear programming, is given in Section 2. The principal existing results 
concerning 9~, i.e. existence and uniqueness of solutions and numerical 
solution methods, are reviewed in Section 3. In Section 4 we state the 
equivalence between 9~ and the following constrainted Lyapunov-type 
problem: 
92': for Q E §n and A E - §~ find P E §~ such that 
AP+PA+Q~O, 
P(AP + PA + Q) = 0, 
where § n := {P E ~ n X n: P = P'} is the set of real n-by-n symmetric matri-
ces and {A E - §~ } ~ { - A E §~ }. In Section 5 we conclude with some 
remarks about 92' and current research. The principal purpose of the paper 
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